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ABSTRACT
In recent years, Internet has become the platform that sup-
ports most areas in organizations. This fact has led to the
appearance of specific tools for the construction of Web In-
formation Systems (WIS). However, in these tools an ab-
sence of functionalities for verification and validation (V&V)
of the models built has been detected. This work aims to
redress this absence with the definition of a strategy for
the specification of the models used in the WIS develop-
ment that can be used with V&V objectives. The approach
has been validated in a specific methodology (MIDAS) and
an associated tool (MIDAS-CASE), both aligned with the
MDA proposal. One of the diagrams used in this method-
ology has been formalized: the extended navigation model,
achieving a precise specification of this diagram. This spec-
ification permits the definition and formal verification of
properties related to this diagram, as well as its validation.
The specification and verification of a concrete property are
also shown.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
D.2.4 [Software Engineering]: Software/Program Veri-
fication; H.5.4 [Information Interfaces and Presenta-
tion]: Hypertext/Hypermedia
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1. INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION
In the last decade, the web has become the principal me-
dia available to all kinds of organizations to support and to
spread information. Initially, the web was only considered
as an element that permits organizations to have presence in
Internet. However, today the web is the fundamental plat-
form that supports most organizations areas [8]. Recently,
the Web Information System (WIS) has undergone an ex-
ponential increase. Two reasons for this growth are that the
potential web audience is bigger than any other media and
that the web has demonstrated that it is a good media to
access information for non technical users.

Initially, we might think that WIS development is done in
the same way as traditional information system (IS) devel-
opment. However, there are critical factors that distinguish
this development [8, 7]. Moreover, studies like [5] show that
the traditional methodologies can be successful in the de-
velopment of simple WIS, but they are not appropriate for
the development of complex systems. [5] shows how a very
high percentage of WIS development projects do not satisfy
the needs for which they were developed. For these reasons,
specific methodologies for WIS development and, also, tools
to support them have appeared. However, the most of these
tools usually do not include the activities for the analysis
of the consistency of the models built or, if they exist, they
are not very powerful. This could cause that the WIS built
contains errors that should have been detected in the design
phase [14].

This work proposes to perform the analysis of the models
consistency of a WIS using validation and verification activ-
ities (V&V). Validation analyzes if the observable behaviour
of a system is in agreements with the requirements estab-
lished for it [1]. With regard to UML models, validations
are normally carried out through scenarios simulation. On



the other hand, the verification process consist of checking
that a model satisfies a set of properties [1]. This verification
can be made using formal or informal methods. Checklist
and algorithms which analyze a model looking for errors
or abnormal situation are informal verification techniques.
Theorem proving and model checking are formal verification
techniques [3]. This work is focused on formal verification,
using an approach based on term rewriting, which is close to
theorem proving strategies. The proposed strategy is based
on the algebraic specification of the metamodels of the mod-
els used during the development process and the necessary
properties implementation among them. To do this, we will
use the Maude language [4]. This is an algebraic specifica-
tion language based on equational and rewriting logic. This
language has been used in numerous study cases [13].

One methodology used for WIS development is MIDAS
[10], a methodological framework based on MDA [15] which
proposes different models, and transformation rules among
them, for the complete modelling of WIS. This work pro-
poses a precise verification strategy of the models used in
the construction of these WIS which hides all the formal
features that are integrated wihin the tool (MIDAS-CASE).
The objective of this strategy is to increase the reliability
and quality of the models used in WIS development. In or-
der to demonstrate the practical utility of this proposal, its
application in one of the models of MIDAS is shown.

The rest of the paper has the following structure: sec-
tion 2 gives a brief introduction to MIDAS methodological
framework. Section 3 shows in depth, on the one hand,
the advantages obtained of including this formal approach
in MIDAS and, on the other hand, the main characteristics
of the navigation diagram and how its has been formalized.
Section 4 shows the V&V module that the MIDAS-CASE
tool includes. In Section 5, we analyze the formalization and
formal implementation of properties for one of the diagrams
used in MIDAS. Finally, conclusions and further work are
shown.

2. MIDAS FRAMEWORK
MIDAS is a methodological framework for agile development
of WIS, which proposes an architecture based on the MDA
proposal [15]. MIDAS proposes to model the WIS accord-
ing to two orthogonal dimensions. On the one hand, by
taking into account the platform dependence degree (based
on MDA approach): firstly, specifying the whole system by
Computation Independent Models (CIMs), Platform Inde-
pendent Models (PIMs) and Platform Specific Models (PSMs)
and, secondly, by specifying the mapping rules between these
models. And on the other hand, according to three basic as-
pects [10]: hypertext, content and behaviour. MIDAS also
suggests using the Unified Modeling Language (UML) [16]
as a unique notation to model both PIMs and PSMs. Among
the models proposed in MIDAS is the extended navigation
model, which will be explained in depth in the Section 3.
The models proposed in MIDAS framework are supported
by a case tool named MIDAS-CASE

The MIDAS framework has been partially presented in
others papers. Proposals for modelling the content of the
system can be found in [12]; the hypertext modelling method
was presented in [2] and research on modelling the behaviour
of the system in [11].

3. EXTENDED NAVIGATION MODEL

3.1 Introduction
In this section, we show the main features of the extended
navigational model, which is based on the extended slices
model. In this last model, a system is decomposed into sig-
nificant parts, named slices, and hyperlinks, that join these
slices. There are two kinds of slices: structural slices, which
show a piece of information which will be shown in groups;
and funtional slices, which show another kind of informa-
tion or funcionalities that allow us to represent interaction
between the user and the WIS. Each one of these slices is
represented with a class stereotyped with «SS» (Structural
Slice) and «FS» (Functional Slice). For example, in Figure
1, the information about the available flights is represented
using «SS» and services as Pay Flight or Look for a flight
are represented using «FS».

The slices are linked with directed relations, which indi-
cate the possible routes that could be followed from here
on. MIDAS proposes to define a route for each conceptual
user service. Each route is represented by an association
stereotyped with «route» and a tagged value RouteName.
If the route R1 has a subroute R2, this subroute will have
the tagged value R1.R2 .

Figure 2 shows a simplified version of the metamodel of
this kind of models, and an extended navigational model
example, that models a web of flight shopping, is shown in
Figure 1.

3.2 Extended Navigation Model Formalization
In order to carry out this activity, we propose a formal spec-
ification strategy based on metamodel formalization of the
diagrams involved in the development using the formal lan-
guage Maude.

With the metamodel formalization of a diagram, we have
the following advantages: more precise models (because it is
necessary to specify them without ambiguities in languages
based on mathematical formalisms), possibility of verificat-
ing formally whether the models fulfil some properties, pos-
sibility of making precise transformations between models or
validation of our models through simulation. Maude allows
us to create prototypes automatically, because the meta-
model specification is directly executable. The use of this
feature in WIS will be tackled in a future work. In the fol-
lowing sections, we will see the most important elements of
these models and its precise specification in Maude.

3.2.1 Routes
MIDAS proposes to define a route for each conceptual user

service. A route represent the sequence of steps that a user
must follow to complete the service. In the formalization
of a route there are two elements involved (see Figure 2) :
ServiceRoutes and Routes. In the formalization developed, a
ServiceRoutes list is used as a route identifier. Furthermore,
this list also represents the hierarchy that can exist between
routes, that is, a route can have subroutes. This hierarchy
has been formalized by a ServiceRoute list, which allows
subroutes of any length to exist.

Now, we will see how a route has been formalized. A
Route contains, on the one hand, a ServiceRouteList which
indicates the route or subroute that it represents, and, on
the other hand, information about whether it can finish.
Figure 3 shows the route and route list formalization.



Figure 1: Example of an extended navigation model

Figure 2: Simplified version of the metamodel of the extended navigation model

(fmod ROUTE is sort Route .
pr SERVICEROUTELIST . pr ROUTEEND .
op route : ServiceRouteList RouteEnd -> Route [ ctor ] .
op getSRL : Route -> ServiceRouteList .
...

endfm) ...
(fmod ROUTELIST is ...

*** Returns true, if the route is included in the route list.
op isIn : Route RouteList -> Bool .
...

endfm)

Figure 3: Route formalization



3.2.2 Navigation Nodes
In the metamodel of this diagram, the navigation nodes

represents significant units, named slices, mentioned in Sec-
tion 3.1. These elements are made up by a name and a route
list. The route list indicates which routes can finish in this
node. The formalization of this element appears in Figure
4.

3.2.3 Links
A Link is used to connect two slices. A link is also made up

by a route list that indicates which routes can cross through
the link. Furthermore, a link also informs us if a route can
finish in its destination node. Figure 5 shows part of the
Link formalization.

3.2.4 Extended Navigation Diagram
Once we have formalized these elements, the complete

navigational model can be formalized. Its constructor re-
ceives as input a NavigationNodes list and a Links list. Fig-
ure 6 shows the module that formalizes this model.

With this formalization it is already possible to represent
any navigational model that we develop.

4. FORMAL VERIFICATION OF MODELS
IN THE MIDAS-CASE SCOPE

The previous section showed how the extended navigation
model has been formalized. In this section, we will see the
place where the verification phase should be located within
MIDAS-CASE tool architecture and how useful properties
for extended navigation model can be formalized.

The MIDAS-CASE architecture includes a verification and
validation module whose function is to inform users as to
whether the models used are complete and correct. This
module receives as input the XML document that contains
the semantics of the model and parses it against its XML
Schema, which defines the metamodel of the diagram, that
is, it analyzes the XML file and checks that it follows the
structure of the XML Schema used for its definition. In this
way, it is possible to verify that a model is correct from the
point of view of its static semantics, i.e. the way that the
constructs defined in the metamodel of the diagram must
be used and related between themselves. However, it is nec-
essary to emphasize that a syntactically correct model can
still contain errors and ambiguities from the point of view of
the dynamic semantics of the model with regard to the well-
formedness rules of its metamodel or, also, with regard to
specific properties related with the specific domain to which
the model belongs. Briefly, all these properties can be re-
lated with the static semantics of the diagram in agreements
with the rules of the notation used, the dynamic semantics
of the diagrams and, specially, with the semantics of the
specific domain to which the diagrams belong. These last
are some of the most interesting properties because, gen-
erally, conventional CASE tools and specific tools for WIS
development do not support them.

The proposal developed in this work tackles this third
group of properties. Previous works [9, 6] tackle proper-
ties related with the first two groups. This formal approach
is based on the algebraic formalization of the diagrams in-
volved in the development process.

5. PROPERTIES FORMALIZATION
Once we have seen the extended navigational model forma-
lization, we now show an example of a property specifica-
tion. Some auxiliary operations that will make the infor-
mation management and the property specification easier
have been created (for example, ’nextLinks’ that returns
the Links which have a certain NavigationNode as source;
or ’getTargetNodes’ that returns the source nodes of each
Link of a Links list). Some of the most interesting proper-
ties that can be defined on this model are related with routes
and possible inconsistencies and ambiguities among them.

5.1 Example: Analysis of Valid Routes
The statement of this property would be: ’All the routes
that appear in a navigational model must be valid’.

This is one of the basic properties which this kind of mod-
els must fulfil. A route is a succession of links that starts
in a menu and finishes at a valid end. Two conditions must
occur in order to fulfil the property:

• All the routes must have a valid end.

• If in a route one of its links is tagged with R1 and
arrives at a node, the route must be able to continue
through another link also tagged with R1 , except if
the node is a valid end for this route.

This property can be guaranteed if the second condition is
fulfilled for all the link-nodes that made up the route, start-
ing at the initial node and arriving at a valid end. Hence, the
property has been specified in this way. Figure 7 shows the
Maude module that specifies the operations and equations
that verify the property.

The schema used in this property is identical to the defini-
tion and verification of other domain properties. Firstly, the
property statement is enunciated in understandable terms
for the WIS developers (for example, in natural language).
Then, the algorithm that verifies the property is defined in-
formally. And finally, the property is implemented formally
using Maude.

In order to illustrate how this property is verified, an error
has been included in the model shown in Figure 1. The error
introduced is the following: when a route tagged with BT
arrives at the node named ’Look for a Flight’, there is no
link tagged with BT leaving the node and this node is not a
valid end for this route. In Figure 8, we can see the output
of Maude when the property is verified using the operation
testValidRoute.

It is important to emphasize that all those aspects re-
lated with the underlying formal techniques (like Maude,
algebraic specifications, . . . ) are completely transparent to
users of WIS development tool.

6. CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER WORK
This work shows the viability and advantages of the use of
formal methods in order to provide WIS development tools
with a precise and powerful formal verifier. In our case, the
verifier is based on Maude.

Similarly, the validation of the models used in the WIS
development is possible thanks to the instantaneous exe-
cutability of Maude specifications, which can be used as
functional prototypes of the WIS that is being built. Thus,
the tool can help modellers to build a WIS that contains



(fmod NAVIGATIONNODE is sort NavigationNode .
pr NAVIGATIONNODENAME . pr ROUTELIST .
op navigationNode : NavigationNodeName RouteList

-> NavigationNode [ ctor ] .
...
*** Returns true, if the node is a valid end for the route.
op isValidEnd : NavigationNode Route -> Bool . ...

endfm)

Figure 4: NavigationNode formalization

(fmod LINK is sort Link .
pr LINKEND . pr LINKNAME . pr ROUTELIST .
op link : LinkName LinkEnd LinkEnd RouteList -> Link [ ctor ] .
op getLinkName : Link -> LinkName .
op getLinkEndSource : Link -> LinkEnd .
...

endfm)

Figure 5: Link formalization

(fmod NAVIGATIONDIAG is sort NavigationDiag .
pr NAVIGATIONNODELIST . pr LINKLIST .
op navigationDiag : NavigationNodeList LinkList

-> NavigationDiag [ ctor ] .
op getNavigationNodeList : NavigationDiag -> NavigationNodeList .
op getLinkList : NavigationDiag -> LinkList .
...

endfm)

Figure 6: Extended Navigational Model formalization

(fmod VERIFICATIONS is
pr UTILSDNAV . pr STRING .
op testValidRoute : NavigationDiag NavigationNodeList

ServiceRouteList -> String .
var NN : NavigationNode . var NNL : NavigationNodeList .
var R : ServiceRouteList . var ND : NavigationDiag .

*** This route finishes in a valid final node. So, this partial route
*** does not have errors.
eq testValidRoute (ND, nullNavigationNodeList, R) = "" .
eq testValidRoute (ND, NN NNL, R) =
if selectLinks(nextLinks(ND, NN), route(R,noRouteEnd))

== nullLinkList
and not(isValidEnd(NN, route(R,noRouteEnd))) then
"ERROR, the route " + ... + " which is not a valid final node."

else testValidRoute(ND,
getTargetNodes(ND, selectLinks(nextLinks(ND, NN),

route(R,noRouteEnd))) NNL, R)
fi .

endfm)

Figure 7: Module that verifies that the routes of a model are valid



reduce in ejemploNavigD :
testValidRoute(reserveND,index,’BT)

result String :
"ERROR, the route BT finishes in the slice lookForFlight which is
not a valid final node. "

Figure 8: Property reduction in Maude

less errors, with more intuitive and more useful navigation
structures for users, etc.

As further work, a list of interesting properties to verify in
this diagram has also been identified, like verifying that cy-
cles do not exist in the routes defined by the diagram, check-
ing that unconnected routes do not exist, verifying that all
the routes (or subroutes) that appear in a menu are avail-
able from it, or verifing that all valid ends reachable from a
menu correspond to the ends indicated in the menu where
the route starts. These properties will be formalized soon.

Another future work consists of the formalization of others
diagrams proposed by MIDAS methodology for the WIS de-
velopment (like models for web services definition, extended
use cases models, . . . ), which permits us to offer a formal
support for verification of the others models involved in the
WIS development. Furthermore, the transformations that
are carried out between the different models of the MIDAS
methodology are being tackled.
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